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With an eye for colorful characters and a sharp sense of
humor, accordion historian Bruce Triggs uncovers the
hidden back-story of the squeezebox in everyone's
closet. Accordion Revolution is about more than an
instrument: it's a restoration of the squeezebox to its
rightful place at the roots of North America's popular
music.
This book teaches the most crucial function of a chord
instrument in the Celtic seisún (session)- that of playing
tasteful, interesting, imaginative, and supportive
improvised accompaniment. Celtic Back-Up presents
accurate and directly applicable information on the
theory, conception, stylistic considerations, procedures,
and resources for accompaniment. Every facet of seisún
accompaniment is thoroughly explored. with this book
you will come to understand why many of our Celtic
authors are reluctant to suggest chord accompaniment
with their melodies in the first place; the idea is to be
open to fresh ideas and improvise the accompaniment
as you go.
Detailed tuition for playing traditional music on the piano
accordion. Learn 58 easy, popular and well-known
traditional tunes: core repertoire for pub sessions,
country dances, ceilidhs, barn dances and hoe-downs.
This book is for adults who don't have the luxury of a
teacher. It's a combination of a tutor and a tune book,
with realistic expectations.
Welcome to the world of international accordion music.
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This collection contains a sampling of ethnic folk music
from Europe and the Americas and forms the foundation
of a basic folk accordion repertoire. These songs are
from many nations. They are crowd pleasers and they
are fun to play. I have played most of these songs in the
various bands I have played with over the years. These
melodies have stood the test of time, so what are you
waiting for? Open the book, get your accordion out and
let's play some music!One word about these songs: I
generally learn a song and then play it by heart-by
memory as opposed to playing it by reading from a sheet
of music. I believe this allows for more personal
expression and interpretation which can be affected by
audience response or the way I feel at the time. You'll
notice that on most of the performances on the CD I
didn't play repeats. Because of the limited time available
on a disc we found we couldn't fit all the tunes if we
played them as written. Written by Bruce Bollerud, June
2007.
(Bass Instruction). Do you want to learn how to play the
bass guitar quickly, but don't read music or have little to
no musical experience? If so, this book/audio pack is for
you! Instead of standard music notation, this method
uses tablature combined with rhythmic symbols to make
learning fast and easy! Topics covered include: parts of
the bass guitar * tuning * basic hand and finger positions
* interpreting chord symbols and musical charts * major,
minor and pentatonic scales * arpeggios * easy-tointerpret diagrams, photos and illustrations * and much
more! Includes online access to accompanying bass-andbeats and full-band demonstration tracks for download or
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"The Companion to Irish Traditional Music is not just the
ideal reference for the interested enthusiast and session
player, it also provides a unique resource for every
library, school and home with an interest in the distinctive
rituals, qualities and history of Irish traditional music and
song."--BOOK JACKET.
An invention of the Industrial Revolution, the accordion
provided the less affluent with an inexpensive, loud,
portable, and durable "one-man-orchestra" capable of
producing melody, harmony, and bass all at once. This
rich collection considers the accordion and its myriad
forms, from the concertina, button accordion, and piano
accordion familiar in European and North American
music to the more exotic-sounding South American
bandoneón and the sanfoninha. Capturing the
instrument's spread and adaptation to many different
cultures in North and South America, contributors
illuminate how the accordion factored into power
struggles over aesthetic values between elites and
working-class people who often were members of
immigrant and/or marginalized ethnic communities.
Specific histories and cultural contexts discussed include
the accordion in Brazil, Argentine tango, accordion
traditions in Colombia and the Dominican Republic,
cross-border accordion culture between Mexico and
Texas, Cajun and Creole identity, working-class culture
near Lake Superior, the virtuoso Italian-American and
Klezmer accordions, Native American dance music, and
American avant-garde. Contributors are María Susana
Azzi, Egberto Bermúdez, Mark DeWitt, Joshua Horowitz,
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Sydney Hutchinson, Marion Jacobson, James P. Leary,
Megwen Loveless, Richard March, Cathy Ragland,
Helena Simonett, Jared Snyder, Janet L. Sturman, and
Christine F. Zinni. An invention of the Industrial
Revolution, the accordion provided the less affluent with
an inexpensive, loud, portable, and durable "one-manorchestra" capable of producing melody, harmony, and
bass all at once. Imported from Europe into the
Americas, the accordion with its distinctive sound
became a part of the aural landscape for millions of
people but proved to be divisive: while the accordion
formed an integral part of working-class musical
expression, bourgeois commentators often derided it as
vulgar and tasteless. This rich collection considers the
accordion and its myriad forms, from the concertina,
button accordion, and piano accordion familiar in
European and North American music to the exoticsounding South American bandoneón and the
sanfoninha. Capturing the instrument's spread and
adaptation to many different cultures in North and South
America, contributors illuminate how the accordion
factored into power struggles over aesthetic values
between elites and working-class people who often were
members of immigrant and/or marginalized ethnic
communities. Specific histories and cultural contexts
discussed include the accordion in Brazil, Argentine
tango, accordion traditions in Colombia, cross-border
accordion culture between Mexico and Texas, Cajun and
Creole identity, working-class culture near Lake
Superior, the virtuoso Italian-American and Klezmer
accordions, Native American dance music, and
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American avant-garde. Contributors are María Susana
Azzi, Egberto Bermúdez, Mark DeWitt, Joshua Horowitz,
Sydney Hutchinson, Marion Jacobson, James P. Leary,
Megwen Loveless, Richard March, Cathy Ragland,
Helena Simonett, Jared Snyder, Janet L. Sturman, and
Christine F. Zinni.
Filled with fun musical examples in a variety of styles,
this book is perfect for absolute beginners and for
experienced players who need a review! Teaches
technique for both right and left hand, and features clear,
easy-to-understand lessons and music theory in
standard notation. Complete button chart included.
(Faber Piano Adventures ). Good sightreading skill is a
powerful asset for the developing musician. Carefully
composed variations of the Level 2B Lesson Book
pieces help the student see the "new" against the
backdrop of the "familiar." Fun, lively characters instruct
students and motivate sightreading with a spirit of
adventure and fun.
Nineteen favorite traditional Mexican songs arranged for
piano accordion solo. No matter how long you've been
playing, these tunes will be a delight to play. the author
has included registration markings indicating low, middle,
or high reeds. Intermediate in difficulty, these tunes are
playable on any size accordion.
The 1986 murder of Hare Krishna devotee Steven Bryant
(Sulochan dasa) was arguably the darkest moment in the
fifty-two year history of the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness-a new branch of the ChaitanyaBengali-Vaishnava religion founded in New York City in
1966 by an Indian spiritual teacher and guru, His Divine
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Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada
(1896-1977). A mere nine years after the disappearance
of this beloved spiritual father, one of their own was
hunted down and assassinated. This brutal killing was
achieved through a cooperative effort by "spiritual"
leaders, senior managers and hit men enforcers from
West Virginia, Ohio, and Southern California ISKCON
temples. The murdered whistle-blower had discovered
many secrets and threatened to reveal to the world the
immoral acts and criminal dealings of a set of selfappointed, illegitimate successors to Swami
Prabhupada: a corrupt oligarchy of new ISKCON
"gurus." He had also, perhaps foolishly, advocated using
violence against the gurus to evict them from their posts.
ISKCON leaders took his threats seriously, and they
hunted down and assassinated the passionate reformer.
How did the peaceful, shaven-headed, saffron-clad Hare
Krishna devotees regress from their blissful activities of
chanting, dancing, and selling incense in the streets to
this? The author, himself a former ISKCON devotee,
probes deeply into the disturbing direction of a new
religious movement. In this book, he exposes the danger
of philosophical errors and deranged devotion that
practically ensured that bloody tragedy would eventually
occur. The author has engaged in years of painstaking
research by poring over tens of thousands of pages of
trial transcripts, newspaper and magazine articles,
ISKCON publications, and confidential ISKCON
documents, while also interviewing dozens of
eyewitnesses. His effort culminates in a thoroughlyengaging and extremely well-documented thesis
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exposing the hidden inside story of the conspiracy to
murder Steven Bryant, including its genesis,
development, blunders involved in it, execution, cover
up, as well as a stunning aftermath after the deed was
done.
SWAMI BHAKTIPADA (1937-2011)--also known as
Kirtanananda Swami--was the charismatic and highly
controversial Hare Krishna guru who established in 1968
what became the largest Krishna community in the
United States: New Vrindaban in the northern panhandle
of West Virginia. The son of an Upstate New York
Baptist preacher, Bhaktipada (born Keith Gordon Ham)
in 1966 met A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada
(1896-1977)--the Gaudiya-Vaishnava guru from Calcutta
who founded the International Society for Krishna
Consciousness (ISKCON). Keith became one of
Prabhupada's first American disciples and in September
1966 was given the name Kirtanananda. Less than a
year later, in August 1967, he became Prabhupada's first
sannyasa disciple and became known as Kirtanananda
Swami. During the 1970s and 1980s, Kirtanananda
Swami was recognized as a key leader of the Hare
Krishna movement and, after Prabhupada's death in
1977, became a "guru" in his own right. In 1979 he
adopted the honorific name "Bhaktipada." At New
Vrindaban, Bhaktipada presided over the construction of
the ostentatiously-lavish Palace of Gold, billed as
"America's Taj Mahal"--a marble and gold memorial
shrine for Swami Prabhupada, dedicated in September
1979--which reportedly became the second-most popular
tourist attraction in West Virginia. Summary of Volume 3
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Gold, Guns and God, Volume 3, covers a ten-year span
from 1973 until 1983. During this period, due to the
construction and completion of Prabhupada's Palace of
Gold, the New Vrindaban community was dramatically
transformed from a primitive, often unsanitary, rural farm
village of a few dozen people who used horses and oxen
for plowing fields and hauling firewood, into a bustling,
wealthy and popular center of Hindu pilgrimage inhabited
by several hundred devotees who used automobiles,
tractors, bulldozers, dump trucks and computers.
Hundreds of thousands of tourists reportedly visited the
Palace each year, and this helped bring about an
increase in revenue and renown. Despite the inexorable
progress of the community during this decade-long
period, there were several unfortunate and serious
setbacks. In June 1973, the temple was attacked by a
small posse of men armed with a shotgun (some claimed
the men also carried pistols and automatic weapons).
The inmates (residents) of New Vrindaban were
inconvenienced also in 1976, when a West Virginia
college professor died from a virulent strain of hepatitis
contracted at the community, and the state governor
ordered the community quarantined to contain the
spread of the infection. State police set up roadblocks
which prevented travel to and from the commune. High
points, on the other hand, during this period include the
third and fourth visits of the ISKCON Founder/Acharya A.
C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada to the community,
in 1974 and 1976 respectively. These visits were a
source of great inspiration and pleasure for the Brijabasis
(residents, or inmates) of New Vrindaban. The terminal
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illness during the summer of 1977 and the death in
Vrindaban, India, on November 14th, of A. C. Swami
Prabhupada, were incredibly sad and depressing times
for all ISKCON devotees. Kirtanananda Swami played an
especially important role in the final pastimes of the
ISKCON Founder/Acharya, during which his affection
and love for his spiritual mater was revealed to all. The
September 2nd 1979 dedication of Prabhupada's Palace
of Gold, an incredibly joyous event for all the Brijabasis,
is described in detail, and the remainder of this volume
delineates the rapid growth of the community and the
establishment of a veritable Hindu place of pilgrimage
complete with a guest house, restaurant, gift store, rose
garden, and parks. On the surface, Swami Bhaktipada's
leadership at New Vrindaban seemed remarkably
successful, but underneath, something was eating at its
roots, and this would be exposed in due course.
A collection of thirty-three essays from the programmagazine from the Tejano Conjunto Festival in San
Antonio.
Count Guido Deiro (1886-1950), Italian-born composer
and accordion virtuoso. Deiro was a major force in the
popularization of the accordion in the early 20th century.
Concert accordionist and scholar Henry Doktorski has
transcribed and edited all of Deiro's original music for
accordion-45 pieces including waltzes, rags, marches,
polkas, fox trots, tangos, and popular Deiro favorites: My
Florence Waltz, Egypto Fantasia, Sharpshooter's March,
and the Broadway hit, Kismet.A lengthy essay and rare
photos from the Deiro family archive complete the
192-page book.
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DURING A SCANDAL-FILLED DECADE, after they had
buried the saintly Founder of the institution, eleven
"spiritual" leaders and managers of the International
Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON)--more
commonly known as the Hare Krishna movement--(along
with the Governing Body Commission which spawned
them), utilized deception and collective fantasy to enact
what some called "a bloodless coup." This ultimately
resulted in the hijacking of a Gaudiya-Vaishnava
religious institution, the banishment of dissenters, the
abuse of innocents, the alienation of the public, the brutal
murder of one outspoken reformer, and the near-fatal
hemorrhaging of the Society. Thousands of formerly
loyal members defected, were blacklisted, or, in some
cases, even committed suicide. This decade-long reign
of self-aggrandizement and political intrigue by the
leaders appointed by the GBC, periodically characterized
by strong-armed tactics, tainted the Society which had
been painstakingly cultivated for more than a decade by
the ISKCON Founder and spiritual preceptor, His Divine
Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada
(1896-1977). After Prabhupada passed away, eleven
senior disciples were installed by the GBC as his
successors. Each of the eleven ruled their own zones,
where they were worshiped as good as God. Known
among their supporters as "The Magnificent Eleven,"
they claimed their orders came directly from Lord
Krishna, whom devotees consider the Absolute Truth
and Cause of All Causes. They also claimed that
Prabhupada had appointed them as perfect and pure
"Acharyas." Unfortunately they, like the main character in
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Hans Christian Andersen's 1837 tale of The Emperor's
New Clothes, pretended to be something they were not,
and were eventually revealed as frauds. The system of
succession that they and the GBC established collapsed
like a house built upon sand. This book chronicles the
ISKCON era of the zonal-acharyas from their first
appearance in 1978 through their meteoric rise to power,
their ten-year reign, their fall in 1987, and beyond. For
fifteen years (1978-1993), the author served as a faithful
disciple of one of the zonal acharyas, and he lived
through many of the events described in this book.
Recently, he has interviewed major players in this
drama, who have contributed important inside
information to help everyone interested more fully
understand this unfortunate and little-documented
chapter in the history of the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness.
(Accordion). Designed for anyone just learning to play
the accordion, this comprehensive beginner's guide
gives students an overview of the material, using photos
and diagrams. From there, it moves to easy specific
application in music reading and playing the treble
keyboard or bass buttons or both. Note reading and
rhythmic understanding are presented in an easy-tounderstand manner and are reinforced throughout the
book. Here, you'll find a variety of musical styles:
American folk tunes, a calypso from Trinidad, a wellknown melody by Beethoven, and folksongs from
England, France, Germany, Ireland and New Zealand.
The online audio includes demonstrations of all the
songs in the book!
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The are in the book songs without text. Check out
samples from books: http://osos.sweb.cz/Preview-Angloconcertina.pdf Youtube demonstrations:
https://youtu.be/IP2N1DNrDYI This book features 44
songs. Have a nice moment with G/C diatonic accordion.
Songs: A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea; All the Good
Times Are Past Gone; Arie vodni vydry; Au clair de la
Lune; Banks Of The Ohio; Bridal Chorus; Camptown
Races; Come And Go With Me; Deck the Halls; Down In
The Valley; Du, du liegst mir im Herzen; En avant
blonde; Gaudeamus igitur; Greensleeves; Hajej, muj
andilku; He Arose; I Never Will Marry; Jesus Loves Me;
Joseph, liber Joseph mein; La Donna e Mobile; Lazy
Mary; London Bridge; Lucni konik; MacPherson's
Farewell; Nar juldagsmorgon; O Christmas Tree; Oh, My
Darling Clementine; Old Folks at Home; On Top of Old
Smokey; Paddy On The Railway; Pod Prespurkem kraj
Dunaja; Row, Row, Row Your Boat; Sah ein Knab' ein
Roslein steh'n; Scotland the Brave; Silent Night; Stenka
Razin; The Bear Dance; The First Noel; The Old
Chisholm Trail; The Streets of Laredo; Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star; Vive La Compagnie; Werbung; Will Ye Go,
Lassie?
The Mighty Accordion is a truly unique and much-needed
guide to playing thebass side of the accordion. A
comprehensive collection of progressive exercises guide
the student in learning and mastering bass/chord
patterns. For thebeginner, the first few chapters assume
little or no knowledge of the instrumentand teach how to
play simple accompaniment patterns. For the
intermediate player, numerous exercises using the
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major, minor, seventh anddiminished chords are
included to develop skill in executing various bass/chord
accompaniment patterns. For the advanced player, latter
chapters present exercises on chord combinations
needed to play sixth, minor seventh, major seventh, ninth
and other advanced chords. Throughout the book,
explanations are offered on the workings of the
instrument and relevant music theory. Play along with
online audio featuring many of the book's exercises
played at both a slow and moderate tempo. * A muchneeded and complete guide to playing the bass side of
the accordion* A comprehensive collection of
progressive exercises for learning bass/chord patterns
on the accordion* Beginner students learn simple
accompaniment patterns and use of the major,minor and
seventh chords* Advanced students learn how to play
sixth, minor and major sevenths and ninth chords, and
other advance techniques* Companion audio online
feature many of the book's exercises
The aim of this book is to get students off to the best
possible start on the D/G melodeon (accordion), by
presenting information that might otherwise take years to
accumulate. This book is written for the two-row D/G
button accordion with eight bass buttons. It contains lots
of useful information about the different types of button
accordions, music reading basics, and many tunes for
practice. There is a concentration on playing the bass in
time. While not focusing on any style in particular, this
book aims to give students a good grounding, helping
them to easily move on to whatever music genre they
choose. The lessons are based on traditional playing
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styles and tunes from Britain and Ireland. Mally's and UK
product #AM101.
DVD SOLD SEPARATELY! (The DVD contains closeups of the author as he plays slowly through each tune in
the manual).This highly praised Irish Accordion Tutor,
Vol 1, by All Ireland accordion Champion Damien
Connolly:* Caters for reading both staff and BoxTab(tm)
(a unique variation of the ABC notationsystem) notation
styles. Each tune is written out both ways on facing
pages. Not only will this make learning easy, but it can
help musicians to understand both systems of music
notation, by comparing one against the other.* Provides
its readers with detailed fingering for each tune-even the
grace notes! When learned and practiced, the suggested
fingering patterns and techniques should give the player
greater control of the accordion, and ultimately greater
freedom of expression while playing.* Helps you learn in
stages. Grace notes are indicated by smaller finger
numbers. If a studentwishes to "put off" learning the
grace notes, he or she can concentrate on the main
notes, and come back to the grace notes at a later
stage.* Gives clear illustrations of how to play musical
ornaments such as grace notes, tripletsand rolls along
with alternate ways of playing these same ornaments.
For example,Damien introduces four types of triplet, four
types of rolls in both the manual and video.* Uses color
to teach how to play basses. Each bass and chord pair is
indicated by a specificcolor symbol overlayed on the
BoxTab of selected tunes. Many accordion students
have a dread of basses. However, using this clear-cut
system, the student will easily grasp how they are
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used.Perhaps the most innovative feature of The Irish
Accordion Tutor is that it indicates the bellows direction
by color coding. At a glance, the student can tell whether
a certain note is produced by pushing or pulling. This will
greatly speed up the learning process for most
students.The Irish Accordion Tutor caters for all levels of
accordion students. While no single fingeringsystem can
claim definitive status over another, this book provides
one excellent techniquefrom which the student may
develop his or her own style.
The piano accordion experienced a roller coaster ride of
popularity--rise to fame on the airwaves, stage and silver
screen, then a deathly decline, followed by a pop culture
resurgence. Squeeze This! rolls out a history of the
squeezebox with the first book-length study of its
fascinating role in twentieth-century American music and
culture. Focusing on key moments of transition,
ethnomusicologist and accordion enthusiast Marion
Jacobson shows how the instrument came to be
celebrated by ethnic musical communities and
mainstream fans alike. She also explores the accordion's
rebirth in contemporary music, from the parodies of
"Weird Al" Yankovic to geek rock legends They Might Be
Giants to accordion-wielding superstars like Bruce
Springsteen and Sheryl Crow. Loaded with images of
gorgeous instruments, virtuoso performers, and rabid
fans, Squeeze This! presents the untold story of
America's rich accordion culture.

Cross Row Style is often used style of playing the
diatonic acordion. Thats why in this book I arranged
twenty simple and familiar tunes. Each tune is
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available in two versions. Because the book
practicing mainly right hand, left hand (bass), I
arranged as simple as possible. The book also
includes chord symbols to exercise when you have a
player on guitar or any instrument accompaniment.
This book aims to help beginners get the necessary
technique and self-confidence to not be afraid to play
even harder songs. Amcha Yisrael; Au clair de la
Lune; Banks of the Ohio; Beautiful Brown Eyes; Go
Tell Aunt Rhody; Iroquois Lullaby; Kum ba yah;
London Bridge; Mary Had A Little Lamb; Michael,
Row The boat Ashore; Oh, When The Saints; Old
MacDonald Had A Farm; Oranges and Lemons;
Reuben's Train; Rock My Soul; Shema Yisrael; The
Cruel War; This Old Man; Tom Dooley; Twinkle,
Twinkle Little Star The are in the book songs without
text. Check out samples from books: http:
//osos.sweb.cz/Preview-Anglo-concertina.pdf"
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an
arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord
frames, with the melody presented in the right hand
of the piano part as well as in the vocal line. KEY: A
flat
This comprehensive method of music instruction
enables the beginner to progress to an advanced
stage of technical skill.
Quiero Tocar El Acordeon by Victor M. Barba is a
terrific book for accordion. This book is for button
accordion, common in norteño music. It has the
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names of every button, accordion posture, 20
progressive studies, music theory, scales, simple
and doubles, and many ornaments as well as classic
rhythms such as Norteño, Cumbia, Rancherita,
Corrido and more. A brand new system of accordion
TABS©, designed especially for this book, the
accordion graphics and the name of the note under
each note, makes this book really easy to
understand and will help you to play the accordion in
no time. Quiero Tocar El Acordeon is a must have
book from the series of Easy Music School and Mel
Bay Publications! Companion CD of examples
included.Quiero Tocar El Acordeon, del reconocido
autor Victor M. Barba es el mejor libro para aprender
a tocar acordeon de botones. Contiene muchos
adornos de introducciones, y finales, escalas dobles
y sencillas, canciónes originales y ritmos de todo
tipo, incluye norteño, corrido, cumbia, grupera y
más. Cada ejemplo y canción viene con los nombres
de las notas para hacerlo más fácil, y tiene un
sistema totalmente nuevo de tablatura© y grafica
para acordeon, y junto con el CD incluido, podras
aprender muy fácil y rapido. Sin tanto que leer y
muchos ejemplos para tocar, Quiero Tocar El
Acordeon es el mejor libro de acordeon de botones,
De la serie de Easy Music School, y Mel Bay
Publications! Incluye el CD con todos los ejemplos.
(Accordion). If you're new to the accordion, you are
probably eager to learn some songs. This book
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provides 50 simplified arrangements of popular
standards, folk songs and showtunes that accordion
players like to play, including: All of Me * Beer Barrel
Polka * Carnival of Venice * Edelweiss * Hava Nagila
(Let's Be Happy) * Hernando's Hideaway *
Jambalaya (On the Bayou) * Lady of Spain * Moon
River * 'O Sole Mio * Sentimental Journey *
Somewhere, My Love * That's Amore (That's Love) *
Under Paris Skies * and more.
(Waltons Irish Music Books). This collection features
44 well-known double jigs, hornpipes, songs and
reels for Irish piano accordion by Tommy Walsh. For
beginning to intermediate level players.
This book is designed for the person who may know
nothing about music and has had no previous
accordion training. Included with the book to facilitate
the learning process is an instructional recording by
the author! This effective exceptional teaching tool
will motivate and guide the beginner student from
basic accordion familiarization and music theory to
quickly achieving results by playing songs such as
Scarborough Fair and Ode to Joy! the minimum size
instrument for this breakthrough teaching book is an
80 bass piano accordion.•
Learn Blues Accordion is a unique method book that includes
34 blues compositions and numerous exercises that will help
you master the blues. The exercises increase in difficulty and
introduce concepts and techniques thatspecifically target both
hands. Explore blues scales, chord progressions and learn
common blues techniques such as grace notes, slides, pedal
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points, double stops and tremolos. Left hand accompanying
rhythmic styles are taught and used throughout the material,
including boogie-woogie, the blues shuffle, New Orleansand
walking bass lines. This book also features exercises on
comping chords in common blues keys using various
rhythmic patterns. Accompanying audio is recorded in stereo
format, separating the left and right hands. The recordings
are available online with included access
Using just six bass notes and six major chords, this book is
written specifically for the beginners traditional "12-bass
accordion," but the pieces can also be played on more
elaborate instruments. After just one page of technical notes,
this book offers 27 easy solos.
Because learning to play the bass buttons can be puzzling,
and because the buttons are not visible while playing the
accordion, this book is designed to make the learning of
basses easy, methodical and enjoyable. There are diagrams,
symbols, and many songs and exercises included.
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